Scan Caps for Certain® BellaTek Abutments

A simple way to provide your customers with aesthetic, precise BellaTek Abutments

- Scanning device allows for accurate scans on fixture-level impression models
- Scan caps for designing BellaTek Abutments using the CAD/CAM system in your laboratory
- All BellaTek Certain Abutments can be created from just two scan caps
- Electronic order submission allows for quicker turnaround
Step 1
Pour the model

Step 2
Attach the scan cap to the analog

Step 3
Spray the model with an appropriate anti-reflective spray

Step 4
Scan the model with the CAD/CAM system of your choice

Step 5
Electronically submit model to the BellaTek Production Facility

Step 6
Receive an aesthetic, precise BellaTek Abutment

Contact us at 1-800-342-5454 or visit zimmerbiometdental.com